
10 classroom ideas that use AI image generators
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1. Add illustrations to a story. This works great with read-alouds and any 
type of story that students might read. Ask an AI image generator to create 
illustrations that the illustrator of the story didn't create -- or invent new 
ones if there wasn't an illustrator!
2. Create an alternate ending. This is a fun follow-up to the previous one 
-- and a great twist on history, too. What if a character in a story chose a 
different path? What if someone in history did something completely 
differently? Ask an AI image generator for an image of what that would look 
like to spark students' imagination.
3. Create student avatars. This could be a fun get-to-know-you activity or 
community-building activity. Students could create avatars -- images that 
represent them -- with AI image generators. Then they can explain why 
they made the avatar look the way it does.
4. Assign an illustrated writing prompt. Create an image of a person, a 
place, an event, etc. Then let students write about it.
5. Illustrate a story problem or a physics problem. Sometimes, story 
problems are hard to envision. Generate an image with AI that shows 
students what that problem might look like.



6. Create an illustration for a mnemonic device / memory hook. Having 
a mnemonic device, a silly saying, an acronym, etc. can help students 
remember. If it's something visual, create an image that helps students 
remember.
7. Create and add images to presentation slides. Who needs stock 
photos when AI can generate your images? If you need general images to 
illustrate or represent a certain idea, use an AI image generator.
8. Integrate students' interests into a lesson. Your students might love 
Nacho Cheese Doritos. Or Mountain Dew. Or a certain YouTuber or TikTok 
account or brand of shoes. Generate images with AI that represent those 
ideas.
9. Create an image to describe. This can be really helpful in world 
languages or with students learning a new language. Generate images that 
students can use grammar, vocabulary, or new communication concepts to 
describe. (Bonus: This works great with the 8 Parts EduProtocol. Learn 
more about EduProtocols and 8 Parts here.)
10. Create images of people to add dialogue. What would historical 
characters say to each other? How would a dialogue go between your 
students and a character in a story? Or with someone from a particular 
place or time period? Use AI image generators to create images for a 
comic strip of sorts. Add those images to Google Slides, PowerPoint, 
Canva ... anything where you can add speech/thought bubbles and text.
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